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The sciences have always been an interest to me. Everything from
biology and living systems to electricity and astronomy have intreigued
me. Astronomy holds a particular mystery to it. There is something
beautiful and magical about the stars overhead. Even as adults, as we
gaze into the dark rural sky, we feel as small as children.
A few years ago I learned of Chaco Canyon in the American southwest. I was facinated to hear that Native Americans aligned their
civilization precisely along straight lines, some of which corresponded
with astronomical alignments. The fact that ancient societies were so
far advanced sparked my interest. It is almost as if we are just now
relearning what people already knew of thousands of years ago.
While deciding on the topic of this project I had to main goals. The first
goal was to research and design something of interest to me. The second
goal was to undertake an entirely original project. It was important to
me to not follow someone else’s path, but to plan my own.
Craig Alan Rowe
Student of Design

Book 1
Fox Island

Inventory and Analysis

Fox Island Park

Geographic Coordinates
Latitude - 41° 01’ 00” N
Longitude - 85° 14’ 16” W
Altitude - Approx 750 ft. to 790 ft.
Acres - 605 Acres
Nature Preserve - 270 Acres
Daily Capacity - 2,280

Chapter One:

Location and Context
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Allen County USGS Map:

Fort Wayne

Fox Island

Site Location:
Located just outside of Fort
Wayne, Indiana’s second largest
city, is Fox Island County Park.
The 605 acre park contains a 270
acre Nature Preserve and Allen
County’s largest remaining forest.
It is a center for environmental
education featuring wetlands,

forested dunes, a lake, an
astronomical
observatory,
a
wildlife observatory and a
professionally staffed nature
center. It is celebrated by bird
watchers, sky gazers, and nature
lovers who relish an escape from
the busy city life.
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Rational For Site Selection:
Rural/Suburban Context:
Finding a site that was both
rural and urban was a challenge.
Locating it near a city was
important because of the potential
user base. On the other hand, by
locating the site beyond an urban
core or densely populated area
the site is less vulnerable to light
pollution and thereby has a better
view of the night sky. Fox Island
offered the best of both elements
of being near a large city and
being outside of the much of the
light pollution.
Astronomical User Base:
The number one factor in
determining the location for
my site was the existence of
currently exhibited astronomical
interest. I researched a variety of
Universities and Observatories in

Indiana before I discovered Fox
Island Observatory and the Fort
Wayne Astronomical Society.
Educational Functionality:
Because of the educational content
of the project, the site would be
enhanced by coupling it with
an existing educational facility.
Fox Island Park offers a wide
variety of outdoor educational
experiences.
Proximity
to
Ball
State
University:
Proximity to Ball State was
important due to information
gathering. The site had to be
within a day-trip driving distance
so frequent and unexpected site
visits could be made

Getting to the Site:
Driving Directions:
From Interstate 69 the site is easily
accessed. Exiting on Highway
24 west you progress a short
distance to the light at Liberty
Mills Rd. Following the road
as it winds behind commercial

establishments it turns into Ellison
Rd. The road crosses back over
I69 and becomes Yohne Rd. The
Park Entrance is a short distance
down the road to the north.
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Allen County Comprehensive Plan:

24

Quarry
Quarry

Fox Island

Quarry

69

Commercial

Comprehensive Plan and Context:

Instutional

Fox Island Park is surrounded by a variety of
land uses. The dominant land use in the area
is agricultural. The other land use adjacent
to the site is industrial, which consists of
quarries. Agricultural lands and quarries can
be beneficial to the park. They buffer it from
residential and commercial uses that may
lead to a variety of problems including light
pollution, disruption of habitat land, and the
introduction of non-native or invasive plant
species into the area.

Agricultural
Single Family
Industrial
Park
Transportation
Vacant

Chapter Two:

The Site
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History
Pre-History
Glacial Formation:
Fox Island was formed, like much
of Indiana, by the retreating of
the Wisconsin Glacier about
14,000 years ago. The melting
water of the glacier created what
is known at a glacial sluiceway.
Two rivers came together at the
site washing away much of the
gravel and sand. In the years to
follow the wind swept fine soil
particles together to form dunes.
Unlike the Lake Michigan dunes
in Indiana, these dunes were
forested, creating what is known
as stabilized dunes.
Early Habitation:
Ball State Archaeologist, Don
Cochran, and his team of 44
played a part in rediscovering
the past about Native Americans
that once inhabited areas within
and around the park. The park
was most likely used as portage.
Pottery and stone points were
excavated in the 1980 dig. In later
years the French, English, and
Indians were also known to use
the site as a portage. The remains
of frontier homes have also been
established in and around the
area.

Modern Impact:
Much of the original forest was
cut for lumber in the early days
of Indiana. The land was then
used for agriculture, and later as
a Christmas tree farm. Pine trees
still remain in some parts. When
I69 was constructed soil was
taken from the site resulting in the
creation of a small lake.
Much
of the land was then left neglected
and unused. An unofficial dump
for the area was also formed by
nearby residents. In 1971 Allen
County purchased the land as it’s
first park and nature preserve.
They then set to work cleaning up
the park. It took 15 dump trucks
to haul away the garbage. Today,
Fox Island has become one of Fort
Wayne’s treasured landscapes.
It is the largest Forested area
remaining in Allen County.
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Left:

Archeologists
investigate Native
American artifacts
found in Fox
Island Park.

Right:

The old
nature center
now serves
as a wildlife
observation
building.

1972 Comprehensive Plan

Park User Groups

“The proximity of the site to the
large urban population and the
accessability to it via interstate
69 and U.S. 24 make it an ideal
location for a professionally
staffed nature center.”

Allen County Parks Department
Fort Wayne Community Schools
Fox Island Alliance
Fort Wayne Astronomical Society

Beckman Yoder and Seay Inc.
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1973 Master Plan for the Nature Preserve:
The 1973 Master Plan for the
Nature Preserve Established
a set of rules for development
within the Nature Preserve.
The Following is a summary of
objectives and constraints for that
portion of the park.

New trails, trail markers, and
interpretive facilities may be
constructed

Natural growth and features
should
be
preserved
and
unaltered (except for the addition
of shrubs or trees to screening
from outside the preserve when
deemed necessary)

-Grazing of domestic animals or
farming
-Gathering firewood or plant
products
-Mining and quarrying
-Harvesting fish or other animals
-Dumping, burying or spreading
garbage
-Picnicking, camping, and fires
-Games, sports
-using motorized vehicles
(unless emergency)
-Horseback riding
-Hunting, fishing, trapping
-Caring weapons
-The removal, disturbance or
defacement of minerals, plants,
animals, natural features
-The gathering of fruits, nuts, or
mushrooms (except by permit)

Erosion may be controlled when
required
Water level should not be altered
No cutting of vegetation (except
for clearing trails and controlling
safety hazards)
No exotic
introduced

species

shall

be

Native species may be introduced
(when they are threatened in their
native habitat)
All fires should be brought under
control as soon as possible ( a f t e r
a fire there should be no clean
up)

The following activites are
prohibited within the Nature
Preserve....
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Agricultural Land

Rail Road

Seasonal Marsh
I69

Observation Deck
Stabilized Dunes
Frog Pond
Bowman Lake
Shelters and Restrooms

Parking
Astronomical Observatory

Meadow

Yohne Rd.
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Seasonal Marsh

Stabilized Dunes

Stabilized Dunes
Park Superintendent Home
Shelter and Geogarden
Garages
Mitigated Wetlands
Nature Center
Wildlife Observatory
Parking
Parking

Guard Station
Yohne Rd.
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Character Zones:
The Park has been subdivided into FiveMajor
Character Zones. These zones are as follows...
The Seasonal Marsh
The Stabilized Dunes
The Lake Area
The Meadow
The Developed Area
This map also shows the location of the
Nature Preserve Boundry and character zones
of lesser importance.

Seasonal Marsh

Stabilized Dunes

Lake Area
Meadow

Chapter Three:

Natural Features
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Seasonal Marsh

Stabilized Dunes

Nature Preserve Boundry
Mitigated Wetland
Developed Area
Forest

Character Zone Map
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Nature Preserve:
Inventory:
The Nature Preserve accounts
for almost half of the 605 acre
park. At 270 acres it dominates
the park’s entire northern
portion. Unusual geography and
geology give the site a variety of
features. Stabilized dunes and
Seasonal Marshes make up a
large percentage of its contents.
The nature preserve is home to
many different types of animals
and plants, some endangered
and rare, all off-limits to picking,
harvesting, and moving in any
form.

Analysis:
Any development within the
Nature Preserve should be done
with caution and care.
The
purpose of the preserve is to
protect the biotic community
within it and any disturbances
could be critical when determining
the fate of its residents. A strict
list of rules govern what can and
can’t be done in the site. It should
be noted that future trails, trail
markers, and interpretive stations
can be constructed in the Nature
Preserve. No plantings should be
placed within the preserve except
for the purpose of screening the
outside to and from the park.

Craig A. Rowe 2005

Meadow:
Inventory:
The meadow is a large open field
covered in grasses, shrubs, and other
low growth. It is surrounded to the
North, East, and West by forest. To
the south is Yohne Road. Contained
within the North East corner of the
meadow is the southwest field, a
maintained lawn site.
Analysis:
Although the meadow is not in the
Nature Preserve it is an established
environment and development
within should be controlled and
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with purpose. Open views to the
sky dominate this landscape type.
Depending upon one’s location
within the site they may find that
they can observe much of the sky
without being hindered by trees,
making this a well suited space
for naked eye star gazing. Future
concerns may be to the South
as development may fill in and
pollute the sky with their lighting.
The south agricultural fields may
be ideal candidates for a view
shed easement to control future
development.
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Seasonal Marsh:
Inventory:
The Seasonal Marsh accounts
for a large portion of the nature
preserve. It is a wetlands area with
a drastically fluctuating water
table depending upon the current
environmental conditions. Views
open to adjacent agricultural
fields, I69 and the railroad tracks
to the North. Diverse plant and
animal species make this area an
important part of the preserve.

Analysis:
With
proper
screening
of
transportation this area has
potential for a wide variety of
uses. Considering the fragility
of the ecosystem, traffic should
be controlled to minimize
environmental impact.
The
remote location of the marsh
makes it an interesting destination
in the park.

Craig A. Rowe 2005
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Bowman Lake:

Stabilized Dunes

Inventory:
Bowman Lake is the largest body
of water on the site. It measures
25 feet deep at its lowest point.
Around the lake are shelters,
restrooms, and a beach.

Inventory:
The dunes are hills ranging up to
40’ in height. They are heavily
forested and protected within the
borders of the Nature Preserve.
The soils of which they are
composed are sandy.

Analysis:
The lake offers space for massive
crowds, along with additional
parking. The visibility of I69
poses a concern with noise and
light pollution.

Analysis:
Like much of the preserve any
development should be limited
to trails or low impact design.
Manipulating the

18
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Mitigated Wetland:

Southwest Field

Inventory:
This small wetland is located just
behind the nature center. The back
balcony of the center overlooks
the site. Located within is a large
deck that was constructed as an
outdoor education space.

Inventory:
The Southwest field is a large
open field. It is enclosed to the
North and East by trees and to the
South and West by tall grasses. In
the field are picnic tables and a
single tall oak. The ground cover
is cut low into a lawn.

Analysis:
This site has been established
as an educational facility and
outdoor classroom. The nearby
location of the Nature Center
and parking lot make this site
very accessible. Some concerns
may be lighting interference from
nearby buildings and parking.
Other concerns are the capacity
of the site. Foot traffic through
this area will effect the wetland
environment.

Analysis:
This location is one of the largest
open spaces in the park. It is
ideal for large gatherings and
multipurpose functions. Because
of the lack of tree cover in this
area it has an open view of much
of the sky.
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Soils:
Inventory:
The onsite soils are the result of
glacial activity thousands of years
ago. They consist of primarily
Sandy loam and similar types.
They are well drained especially
at higher points.
Analysis:
The soils in the site pose no
immediate concerns. They are
structurally
acceptable
and
generally drain well. They are
suited for vegetation. Most of
the soil on site is stabilized with
heavily forested areas and/or
other types of vegetation.

USDA Soil Image

Chapter Four:

Cultural Features
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site. The observatory is
surrounded by a wooden
split-rail fence. Entry to
the fenced in area is via a
sloping drive with a steel
cable as a gate.
The surrounding forest
encloses the observatory
to the North, West, and
South. To the NorthEast and East the service
garages, parking lot,
park
superintendent
residence,
wildlife
observatory, and distant
Nature center can be
observed.

Astronomical Observatory:
Inventory:
The Astronomical Observatory
was critical in the selection of this
site. Given the presence of this
element establishes an existing
interest in Astronomy at this
location. The observatory dome
measures 13 feet in diameter and
is 12 feet high.
It is located on a small round hill
and accompanied by a shed. The
ground is covered in gravel. A
single picknick table serves as
the only furnature and seating on

Analysis:
The observatory is a
focal point in this site. It
is both interesting and
functional. The shed, while not
a total eyesore, is aethesitically
lacking and could use some
improvements. The hill, upon
which the observatory is located,
presents interesting possibilites
for elevation changes. The forest
is both a necessary hinderance.
While it effectively screens the
majority of the directions from
light, it has become overgrown,
and blocks much of the lower night
sky. The views to built portions of
the landscape may need screening
to block lightsources.
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Nature Center and Wildlife Observation Buildings:
Inventory:
The Nature Center and Wildlife
Observation Buildings are existing
facilities that serve the public
as information stations.
The
Nature Center is a large complex
that houses a variety of services.
Contained within the Center
are the gift shop, children’s play
area, meeting rooms, offices, and
informative exibits. On the back
of the Nature Center is a large
deck that overlooks the wetlands
below. Just a short walk to the
west of the Nature Center is the
Wildlife Observation Building.
This building was the original
Nature Center that the park has
now out grown. It has a large
array of windows facing East to
an extensive collection of feeders.

In the winter months the wildlife
observatory is used to rent ski
equipment to cross country
skiers.
Analysis:
These facilities are important
resources for the park. They
distinguish it from any other
forest. The servies offered in
these buildings give people the
tools necessary to interprit the
surrounding landscape. Having
these buildings within the park
helps to support any activity
or resource present in the park.
Indoor gathering space offers
classroom size crowds a place to
sitdown out of the rain or sun and
discuss the events of a day.
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Wetland Observation Deck and Boardwalk:
Inventory:
Deep within the Nature Preserve
the Observation Deck and
Boardwalk aid visitors in the
marshy wetland area.
Both
structures are made of wood
and are within a short walk of
eachother. From the Observation
Deck much of the marsh can be
observed along with the rail road
to the North-East and I69 to the
North-West.

Analysis:
The location of these objects in the
Nature Preserve sets them slightly
apart from other built structures in
the park. With proper screening
to the road and rail a vast and
remote interior space could be
created.
Unfortunately much
of the current light pollution is
comming from the North sky,
diminishing the visible spectrum.
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Geogarden and Mitigated Wetlands:
Inventory:
Located in the developed area
are a variety of educational areas.
The Geogarden is a collection of
labeled rock boulders located to
the North of the central parking
lot. The Mitigated Wetland is an
educational area just behind the
Nature Center. A deck is in it, that
serves as an outdoor classroom
and observation space.
Analysis:
These
educational
features
demonstrate an effort to use the
park as an outdoor classroom.
They
support
any
further
development within the park and
help to establish an educational
character.
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Service and Security:
Inventory:
Located to the North of the
Observatory are some garages for
park vehicles and storage, along
with the residence for the Park
Superintendent.
Analysis:
These buildings are necessary for
the park, and help to maintain
its quality. Their presence is an
eyesore and detract from the
overall park character. It would
be in the best interest of the park
to redesign, move, or screen these
structures.

Site Amenities:
Inventory:
Located through out the park are
a variety of amenities for visitors.
Among these amenities are picnic
tables, shelters, latrines, and
signage. Most of these features
are located at Bowman Lake and
in the developed area near the
observatory and parking lot.
Analysis:
These necessary elements add to
the comfort and useability of the
park. Without such elements,
many visitors would not be able
to spend as much time out in the
park exploring nature’s beauty.

Chapter Five:

The Sky
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How Dark is Dark?
Problems:
While most of us have never
observed a truly dark sky, we have
no real idea of how dark it really
may be, or how bright the stars
actually are. Light pollution is not
only a problem for astronomers,
it is an environmental hazard.
Everything
from
migrating
birds to baby sea turtles have
been noted to have their ancient
habits suddenly and dangerously
change. The lighting of the sky
from underneath is an unnatural
thing that is likely going to get
worse before it gets better.

Solutions:
Some of the causes are easily
corrected with the use of proper
lighting. Less may be better, even
when used for security lighting.
Inproper lighting can cause glare,
which is directly connected to
car accidents at night, which
make it more difficult to see. By
controling the direction of light,
and properly shielding it, an
area may become more visible
than drowning it with light. It is
estimated that 1.5 billion dollars
are wasted each year in electricity.
That is money that could be better
spent somewhere else.
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Indiana’s Night Sky
It may suprise most
Indiana residents to learn
that their beautiful rural
skies rank a 4 (on the Bortle
Dark-sky scale) at best.
This categorizes it as a
rural/suburban transition
sky. So, even when in the
best conditions in Indiana
clouds are illuminated
from
underneath
and
most of the structure of the
Milky Way is not visible.

The Bortle Dark-Sky
Scale:
The Bortle Dark-sky scale
is a tool used to measure
levels of light at any
observation site. It is important
that light pollution is kept to a
minimum when astronomers are
observing and documenting their
findings. Bortle ranked skies with
his system in order to establish a
standard for measuring the sky.
The sky at Fox Island Park is a
Class 5. At a Class 5 the Milky
Way is weak, but visible, and
clouds are brighter than the sky.

Class 1: Excellent dark-sky site
Class 2: Typical truly dark sky
Class 3: Rural sky
Class 4: Rural/suburban transition
Class 5: Suburban sky
Class 6: Bright suburban sky
Class 7: Suburban/urban transition
Class 8: City sky
Class 9: Inner-city sky
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Poor

Bilboard Lighting

Post Lighting
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Good

Good

Using Lighting:
The diagrams above show the
difference between proper and
inproper lighting. Poor lighting
design causes glare, waste, and
light pollution. Good lighting
design directs light to where it

is most effective. It eliminates
glare and light pollution. Light
efficiency is maximized with
lower watages and reflective
shields.
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Proposed Allen County Lighting Ordinance
Currently Allen County has a
proposed lighting Ordinance. The
Purpose of this ordinance is to
create healthy living enviornments
through
aesthetically-pleasing
development.

Chapter 2 lists the requirements
for a Master Exterior Lighting
Plan

This article...
(a) assures appropriate
lighting while minimizing its
undesirable effects;

(a) the location of all
proposed lighting fixtures, to
include the distance from rights
of way, interior drives, buildings,
etc.;

(b) precludes inappropriate
or poorly designed or installed
outdoor lighting from causing
unsafe or unplesaant conditions;

(b) the specifications for
all proposed lighting fixtures to
include photometric data, and
other descriptive information;

(c)
provides
and
enviornment for safe activities
after dark; and

(c) the proposed mounting
height of all exterior lighting
fixtures; and

(d)
creates
different
standards for lighting back on the
uses within zoning
districts.

(d) any other information
deemed necessary to allow for
complete and through review of
the proposals.

The document is then subdivided
into Chapters based on the type of
lighting.

A master lighting plan shall
include:

Craig A. Rowe 2005
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Proposed Allen County Lighting Ordinance
Chapter
3
Requirements
Lighting.

lists
for

General
Exterior

(a) Whenever practicable,
lighting installations shall include
timers, dimmers, and/or sensors
to reduce the overall energy
consumption
and
eliminate
unneeded lighting.
(b) When an outdoor
lighting installation is being
modified, extended, expanded, or
added to as part of an amended
development plan, the entire
outdoor lighting installation shall
be subject to the requirements of
this article.
(c) Electrical service to
outdoor lighting fixtures shall be
underground unless the fixtures
are mounted directly on utility
poles.
(d) For the purposes of
these regulations, the mounting
height of a lighting fixtures shall
be defined as the verticle distance
from the grade elevation of the
surface being illuminated to the
bottom of the lighting fixture.

(g)
Holiday
lighting
during the months of November,
December, and January shall be
exempt from the provisions of this
article, providing such lighting
does not create dangerous glare
on adjacent streets or properties.
Chapter 13 lists the requirements
for Open Space lighting.
(a)
The
walkway,
pathway, or ground area shall be
illuminated to a level of at least
0.1 foot-candles but no more than
0.2 foot-candles.
(b) The verticle illumination
levels at a height of five feet above
grade shall be atleast 0.1 and no
more than 0.2 foot-candles.
(c)
Lighting
fixtures
shall be designed to direct light
downward, and light sources
shall have an initial output of no
more than 1000 lumens.

Book 2
Design Development
Vision, Concepts, and Schematic Design

Vision Statement:
Ancient and developing cultures
worldwide have looked to the
sky for guidance. It had an
impact on all aspects of their
lives from religion and science, to
agriculture and design. Places of
mystery and wonder linger from
days long gone and inspire us still
to this day. Stonehenge, perhaps
best known of all, is just one of
hundreds of these sites. From
Native Americans to Ancient
Greeks and Egyptians the sky has
served as a blueprint for design.
This project strives to create a
place where the people can be
educated about astronomy and
the sky through experiences in

the landscape. Visitors will have
space to gaze into space, interact
with educational elements, and
observe the world around them.
Traditionally sundials have been
a common way to explore the
sun in the landscape, but the stars
and moon offer a complexity of
geometry and design possibility
that are often left unutilized.
The position of the rising and
setting Sun on the solstices and
equinoxes are a common themes
that nearly no ancient astronomy
site is left without. By utilixing
these elements as the foundation
for a design, a landscape that is
both educational and exciting is
formed.

Chapter One:

Goals, Vision, and Program
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Project Goals:

Assumptions:

The Goals of this project are to...

This project makes assumptions
on the following conditions:

- enhance the character and
functionality of the existing
astronomical observatory.
- create space for stargazing.
- align elements of the design with
rising and setting Sun solstice and
equinox angles
- establish educational stations.
- supply design that appeals to all
ages, adults and children.
- be respectful of the nature
preserve and all habitat land
through low impact design in
sensitive areas.

-Fox Island Park welcomes the
addition of educational facilities
-Park hours will be extended to
accomodate night time activity
-Allen
County
adopts
proposed lighting ordinance

the

-Fox Island Park obtains Sceanic
Viewshed
Easements
on
surrounding agricultural land
-Fox Island’s capacity is sufficient
for these additions
-The current access points into the
site are ideal
-The current trail system needs no
alterations
- All night visits will be guided
by park employees or other
professional staff

36
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Program Concepts: (Design concepts that help to guide decisions)
Celestial and Geographic Alignments
Specialized Lighting
Cohesive Design

Program Stations:

Location

Telescopic Observation Station

At Existing Observatory

Naked Eye Observation Station

To be determined in Concept

Night Clock Station

To be determined in Concept

Sun Calendar Station

To be determined in Concept

Sun Station

To be determined in Concept

Moon Station

To be determined in Concept

Garden Station

In Developed Area

Craig A. Rowe 2005
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Notes
Design stations should be aligned to one another through angles to the rising and
setting Sun on the Solstices and Equinoxes as well as other alignments
Lighting should be used sparingly, with careful control, and with red filter options to
maintain night vision when observing
Sign design, information layout, and other design details must be consistent in
overall character from one station to the next

Goals

Other Notes

Enhance character and functionality
Add permanite seating
Screen undesirable light and views

Must accomodate crowds of 50

Establish space to observe with the eye
Establish space to set up portable
telescopes

Must be shielded from all light
sources
Requires open space with few
trees and visual barriers

Establish objects in landscape help to
determine the time of night using stars

Requires clear view to the North
Sky and Polaris, the North Star

Use the position of the Sunrise or
Sunset to determine the date

Requires views to horizon for
sunset and/or sunrise

Create a sundial to find the time of day
Establish objects in the landscape where
people can interact with the sun and
shadows

Requires a sunny space

Establish educational signage about
the moon
Create a kinetic sculpture that helps to
explain the phases of the moon

Requires a view to the moon

Educate users about night plants through
a living garden

Must have acceptable growing
conditions

6
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Orbits and Alignments:
Concept A
- Single axis

-all stations radiate out from a central
axis point
-all 6 sun angles are utilized (solstices
and equinoxes)

- Orbital Rings

-all stations are suspended in orbital
rings around central axis
-each orbit from the center has one
more station than the orbit before
it (orbit 1 has 1 station, orbit 2 has 2
stations, orbit 3 has 3 stations)

7

1
4

Strengths:

-Strong use of sun angle alignments.
-Orbits reinforce connections from
one station to another
-Central axis point helps to tie the
entire site together

Weaknesses:

-Not all ecosystems are utilized (lake)
- Locations of stations fail to meet the
observational needs
-Too many stations located in forested
areas
- Stations lack a progresional order

Chapter Two:

Concepts
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Progressional Path:
Concept B
-Progressional Path

-Stations become stops along a path
-promotes progression from one
station to another

- Multiple axis

-no one central axis
- Stations may have as many as 3
alignments
-maximizes connections between
stations

Strengths:

-Strong use of sun angle alignments.
-Multiple aligments reinforce
connections between stations
-The progressional order gives a clear
path for visitors to travel

Weaknesses:

-Not all ecosystems are utilized (marsh)
-Without a central axis the system lacks
unity
- Locations of stations fail to meet the
observational needs
-Too many stations located in forested
areas
- The progressioal path lacks a loop
-visitors are forced to travel back the
same way the came or chose a route
without stations
- all stations are not fully functional at
all times, thereby negating the linear
path

Schematic Design

Chapter Three:

Educational Station
Rising Sun Angles
Existing Trails

Setting Sun Angles
Alignments
Proposed Trails

pulling strengths from both concepts and correcting the issues that hindered a complete
plan.
Organization: The Site is organized into three main components. While Celestial
Alignments were key to this design, natural site features were not ignored. Stations
utilize existing trails and site features to the fullest.
Sun Angles: All Stations have a sun angle relationship to or from another location in the
site. Like concept B, all of the angles do not come from the central observatory point.
Orbits: Just as in concept A, orbits are used to tie the site together and maximize
relationships between stations. Station 4, the sunset overlook, is not on the orbital ring
because of its location in the lake, but items relating to that station are located on the
ring.
Laylines: In this concept a new organizational method was used. Just as the Native
Americans in Chaco Canyon organized their civilization along lines of power, I have
also utilized the layline to maximize connections between stations. The “Polaris Line” is
named so because as a person gazes North they observe that star. The line runs directly
North from South from station 4 to 5, through the frog pond and marsh observation
deck.
Biome Variation: A goal of this design was to utilize all major biome types in the park.
This design places a station in each biome so they may be utilized for other uses. The
Lunar Deck, for example, is also an excellent place to view the forest canopy.

Uniting Concepts:The development of this schematic design was made possible by

#

Solar Puzzle

Sunset Overlook

Shelter

Shelter and Restrooms

4

Frog Pond

Observation Deck

5

Observation Field

3

1

7

Observatory
Sidereal Clock
Astronomy Garden

2

Nature Center
Obs.Building

Shelter and Geogarden

758.0

6
Lunar Deck

770.0
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Book 3
Design Details
Educational Stations

Chapter One:

Astronomical Observatory
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Astronomical Observatory:
Ecosystem Type:
Developed Landscape
Vision:
The existing observatory could
use some enhancements in
functionality
and
aesthetic
character.
Program Elements:
Seating on Hill to create an
outdoor classroom Tree Removal
to open views for the telescope
Lighting

Alignments:
-Center of Orbital Rings
-Setting Equinox Sun to Night
Clock and Sun Calendar
-Rising Summer Solstice Sun to
Moon Station
-Setting Summer Solstice Sun to
Sun Station
Alternative Uses:
Outdoor Classroom

46

Design Under the Sky, Astronomy in the Landscape

Speaker’s Mound
Terraced Seating

Observatory
Shed
Seating Wall

Existing Tree Line
Astronomical Observatory:
The Observatory is an existing
feature in the site.
It is an
important part of the landscape,
as it is the defining element of the
astronomical character. It is in a
current state of functionality that
lacks aesthetics and has potential
for enhancement.
The existing wooden fence is to be

replaced with a stone seating wall
to allow for permanente seating
in the space. On the north facing
slope terraced seating will replace
the existing grass. This creates a
space for classroom gatherings. A
speaker’s podium sits on a small
mound just in front of the terraced
seating.

Craig A. Rowe 2005

Existing Section:
Views into the sky are limited by the encroaching tree line.

Proposed Section:
By cutting trees back the viewshed is opened and the observatory
becomes a more functional piece of equipment.
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